Homework map: Year 8
Homework week

Enabling individuals to unlock their unique potential
Challenge 1
Challenge 2
Challenge 3

7th October

Research your own artist
and create an interesting
fact file on them in your own
words. Present it to the
class.

Research an artist, create
an interesting fact file on
them and create an observation of the artist’s work.

Research two artists and
make an outcome that shows
inspiration from both. Justify
your choices.

25th November

Create a Pop art observation using sweet wrappers
or other packaging designs.

Create a personalised design using materials of your
choice. Create a poster advertising your design.

Create your own pop art inspired poster that links with a
current world issue. Promote
SMSC in your design

27th January

Create an observation of a
building using your own
photograph and the work of
an artist you have studied to
inspire you.

Create a collage using photographs you have taken
and create an observation
using materials of your
choice. Ensure you show influence from another artist
to justify your creative
choices.

Create a 3D structure of a
building using methods you
have learned. Justify your
creative choices and create a
brief ‘how to’ explanation
through any means you wish.

30th March

Create an observation of
your choice linking to architectural features and decoration using an artist of your
choice to inspire you. Justify
your creative choices.

Create a 2D relief outcome
inspired by architectural features using any media, materials or processes at your
disposal. Use an artist to
justify your outcomes and
creative choices.

Create an inventive and skilful 3D outcome inspired by
architectural features. Make
personal links to your outcome. Justify your choices
and make personal links and
links to SMSC in the process.

13th July

Create a fact file with lots of
images about the
adventures you have during
the holidays.

Visit a gallery and create a
scrap book of what you saw
and present it to the class.

Create an original piece of art
based on a scene you saw
during the holidays. Show
influence from an artist of
your choice.

Useful resources and
websites

Google
Pinterest

